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Maintains continuous communication 
through adaptive programming

How It Works

When a military communication system experiences 
interference from an adversary, CommEx senses the 
environment and enables anti-jamming capabilities.  

1. CommEx surveys the mission environment and 
identifies incoming interference. 

2. The system rapidly responds  to the threat by selecting 
a mitigation strategy.

3. Through cancellation, avoidance, tolerance, deception, 
or a combination of these, CommEx overcomes the 
interference and restores communication.  

4. As the environment changes, the system adapts and 
quickly learns new responses.  
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Key Features

Multi-layer interference recognition characterizes  
emerging threats

Cognitive reasoning optimizes system response  
against all interference

Diverse mitigation techniques provide adaptability   
in changing environments

System response is optimized in the anti-access  
area-denial environment

Modular open architecture integrates third-party anti-jamming 
techniques in complex threat environments

Communications Under Extreme RF Spectrum 
Conditions (CommEx) ensures reliable 
communications among defense forces, despite 
advanced signal jamming by the enemy, and increasing 
congestion of the electromagnetic spectrum from 
many commercial uses.

Unlike traditional anti-jam techniques, CommEx  
adapts to interference. By combining cognitive 
algorithms with novel interference mitigation 
techniques, the system characterizes emerging 
threats and suppresses them.
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